
Credit Card Remote Control for the M9900CDS CD Receiver Stereo        Model: M9900-CCR

1. Power On/Off: Push to turn the unit on or off. 

2a. Volume Controls: Push to increase or
decrease the volume level.

2b. Sound Controls: Push to scan between the
different sound controls. (Volume, Bass,
Treble, Balance and Fader). 

3a. Tune/Skip Buttons:
Radio Mode: 

Manual Tuning: Push one of the TUNE
buttons and hold until “MANUAL” appears
in the display then release button. Push the
TUNE buttons again left or right until the
desired radio station appears in the display.

Seek Tuning: Push one of the TUNE buttons
and release. The tuner will scan to the next
strong station and stop. 
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CD and CD Changer Mode: Push either TUNE button to change the CD
track on the CD that is playing.

3b. Scan Button:
Radio Mode: 

Scan Tuning: Push and release the SCAN button. The tuner will scan
up, pausing for 5 seconds at each strong station. Push and release the
SCAN button again to cancel the scan function.

Sirius Satellite Radio Mode: Push to access Manual Tuning, Category
Tuning and Direct Tuning in Sirius mode. (see M9900CDS Manual for
more information, page 8)

4. Multi-Function Button #1:
Radio Mode: Push and hold until a beep is heard to memorize a radio
station into memory #1 (CH1). Push and release when recalling preset
radio station #1.
CD Mode: Push to enter CD track memory mode (see M9900CDS
Manual for more information, pages 6-7).
CD Changer Mode: Push to change to a lower disc in the CD changer. 
Sirius Satellite Radio Mode: Push to scroll through the Sirius Radio
Categories.

5. Multi-Function Button #2:
Radio Mode: Push and hold until a beep is heard to memorize a radio
station into memory #2 (CH2). Push and release when recalling preset
radio station #2.
CD Mode: Push to play programmed CD tracks (see M9900CDS
Manual for more information, pages 6-7).
CD Changer Mode: Push to change to a higher disc in the CD changer.
Sirius Satellite Radio Mode: Push to scroll through the Sirius Categories.

6. Multi-Function Button #3:
Radio Mode: Push and hold until a beep is heard to memorize a radio
station into memory #3 (CH3). Push and release when recalling preset
radio station #3.
CD Mode: Push to repeat a CD track. Push again to cancel. 
CD Changer Mode:
Push to repeat a CD track. Push again to cancel. 
Push and hold to repeat the entire disc. Push again to cancel.

7. Multi-Function Button #4:
Radio Mode: Push and hold until a beep is heard to memorize a radio
station into memory #4 (CH4). Push and release when recalling preset
radio station #4.
CD Mode: Push to play all the tracks on the CD in random order. Push
again to cancel. 
CD Changer Mode:
Push to play all the CD tracks in random order. Push again to cancel. 
Push and hold to play all the CDs in random order. Push again to cancel.

8. Multi-Function Button #5:
Radio Mode: Push and hold until a beep is heard to memorize a radio
station into memory #5 (CH5). Push and release when recalling preset
radio station #5.

CD Mode: Push to preview each track on the CD for 10 seconds. Push
again to cancel.  
CD Changer Mode: 
Push to preview each CD track for 10 seconds. Push again to cancel. 
Push and hold to preview each track on every CD for 10 seconds. Push
again to cancel.

9. Band Button: Push to select F1, F2, F3, AM1, AM2 or W (weather
band).

10. Weather Band Radio Button: Push to instantly access the weather
band radio. Push mode to return to previous source. 

12. Display Button: Push to display the frequency in radio mode or track
in CD mode. Push and hold to perform clock setting functions (see
Clock Settings for more information)

14. Mute Button (CD Play/Pause) Button: 

Radio and Sirius Satellite Radio Mode: Push to mute volume level.
Push again to restore volume. 
CD and CD Changer Mode: Push to pause disc play, push again to
resume play.  

17. Mode Button: Push to change the play source: Radio, Sirius Satellite
Radio, CD, CD Changer or Auxiliary Sources.
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Basic Operation
Turning the Unit On and Off: Push the POWER button.

Selecting Play Source: Push the MOD mutton to choose a play
source: Radio, Sirius Satellite Radio (if equipped), CD, External
CD Changer (if equipped) or Auxiliary sources (if equipped).

Sound Settings
Volume: Push to increase or      to decrease the volume.

Bass, Treble, Balance or Fader: Push the SEL button to scan
scroll between the different sound controls. Once the desired
function is in the display area push or      to achieve the
desired level.

Mute: Push the MUTE button to mute the volume level. Press
again to return to previous volume level.

Sirius Satellite Radio (if Equipped)
Selecting Sirius: Push the MOD button until “SIRIUS” appears in

the display. Please be patient as it may take a minute to receive
a satellite signal.

Manual Tuning:
1. Push the SCAN button until “NORMAL” appears in the display.
2. Push       or        to select a station from 01-182.

Category Tuning:
1. Push the SCAN button until “CATEGORY” appears in the

display.
2. Push 1 or 2 to find the desired category.
3. Push       or        to select a station from 01-182.

Direct Tuning:
1. Push the SCAN button until “DIRECT” appears in the display.
2. Push       or        and select the first digit (0 or 1).
3. Push the SCAN button again.
4. Push       or        and select the second digit (1 or 8).
5. Push the SCAN button again.
6. Push       or        and select the third digit (1 or 9). The tuner

will start playing the station you have selected when the third
digit stops flashing.

(Please note that satellite radio signal may be blocked by trees,
building, bridges or tunnels.)

AM/FM/Weather Band Operation
Selecting AM/FM Radio: Push the MOD button until either F1,

F2, F3, AM1, AM2 or W appears in the display.

Selecting AM/FM Band: Push the BAND button to select either
F1, F2, F3, AM1, AM2 or W (weather band).

Manual Tuning:
1. Push and hold        button until “MANUAL” appears in the

display then release button.
2. Push       or        until the desired radio station appears in the

display.

Scan Tuning:
Push the SCAN button to scan every 5 seconds for a different
radio station. To stop scanning pugh the SCAN button again.

Seek Tuning:
Push       or        then release to seek for a different radio station.

Weather Band: Push the W.BAND button for instant weather band
operation. Note: Push the MOD button to return to playback of
other sources.

Programming AM/FM Stations: Select a radio station then select
a button 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 and push and hold until the radio beeps.
The radio station is now programmed to that button.

Recalling Programmed Radio Station: Push button 1, 2, 3, 4 or
5 to recall a preprogrammed station

Clock Settings
Display Button: Push and hold the DISP button until the clock is

flashing in the display.

Adjusting the Minutes: Push the       to adjust the Minutes.

Adjusting the Hours: Push the       to adjust the Hours.
Note the AM/PM indicator.

Note: When correct time displays wait a few seconds to allow
the time to program.

CD Operation
Playing a CD: Insert a CD (label side up) into the CD slot of the

radio. The CD will auto-load and start playing. Note: If a CD does
not auto-load, Do Not Force into the slot, as you may already
have a CD loaded.

CD Track Selection: Push       or        to change track.

Pausing a CD: Push the MUTE button to “Pause” the disc,
press again to resume play.

CD Changer Operation  (if Equipped)
Load CD’s: Insert the CD magazine into the external CD changer.

Selecting the External CD Changer: Push the MOD button until
“CDC” appears in the display.

CD Selection: Push button 1 or 2 to scroll through the selection
of CD’s in the CD changer. If a CD is not in one of the trays, the
unit will continue until the next CD is found.

CD Track Selection: Push       or        to change track.

Pausing a CD: Push the MUTE button to “Pause” the disc,
press again to resume play.
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